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Honestly compared to the first 3 games, this one just felt kind of lacking, like the guy had some kind of deadline he had to meet
and whatever he didn't finish he left for the next game.. Was a fun read, far less heavy handed than the reviews would have you
belive.. I did enjoy this game but I will agree that it was the weaker counterpart to the trilogy that we all know and have enjoyed
playing.. It's sad that this game is recieving so many negative votes, it is a really good game, not as good as the earlier ones, true,
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but still a good one. I will try to mention a few things. Negetive; The Decisions: Is not as diverse in this game compared to the
earlier three. Many of the 'negative' choices so to speak that existed in the earlier ones are not present here, even though some
still do. Basicaly the game feels more linear then the other games, no matter how i play it dose not seem to affect me as much as
it would have done in past games. The Characters: I'm not going to lie but the characters are very interesting.but very hard to
see. Let me explain, in past games it was pretty easy to fantisize how the caracter looked like just from the brief descriptions of
them, here that is not nearly enough, i'm personally almost unable to imagine how most of the characters look like, the
descriptions mostly leaved me confused. This can have many reasons but i think two things play in, the Author as well as the
Setting, in this game you play the 'Weirdest of the Strangest' many of the characters are supposed to look weird and strange to
the degree that is is hard to describe them.sadly i think the author simply has taken bite too big to chew, maybe someone with
more experiance when it comes to describing aperences could have offered help. Possitive; The characters: As hard it is to
imagine the characters apearences, they are still very interesting, especilly the main characters (as in you, the player, and the
main characters sister!) and the situation/scenario you are stuck in. Also the fact that the main character constantly changes
powers is an interesting twist, in the other games you quickly got used to using some powers (and thus became better at using
them) you where more sure on what strategy to use and far your powers could take you, not as sure any longer in this game,
making it both harder and more intense not being sure how powerfull/powerless and Stable/unstable your powers are. It's
fun.and hard at the same time, a good twist! The Story: Is not as awesome as in the other games, but still really good! An
interesting twist that the main character is now a part of the Lower Class, adding a lot more of the 'Class Struggle/War' into the
scenario! I only wish you had added more of that into the game, maybe they will in comming episodes, i hope! More class-
struggle!. I'm a big fan of the previous Heroes Rise games, and I've reviewed all the previous ones positively, but I'm not sure I
can do the same for this entry in the series. My biggest issue with this story is that it very much feels like you're only playing
half of the game. It ends extremely abruptly and without much resolution. It is perhaps, the longest of the 4 games but that only
serves to add to the annoyance when you come to the end and it feels so rushed and incomplete. Obviously we're aiming for
another trilogy here. Also, this may be an unpopular opinion but I feel as though the constant focus on 'gender indentity' takes
me out of the story somewhat. Words like 'ze' and 'hir' just served to become more annoying as the game went on. On the plus
side, I very much enjoyed the 'power set' of this new hero, and whilst there are a few typos the game is fairly well written, but
let's cut out all of the gender fluid/ gender neutral bs.. As a huge fan of the Hero Rise series. I personally enjoyed this sequel to
the series. The whole idea of being an Ani-Powered person in this universe always interested me. Finally there is a chance to
explore many aspects of the anis due to the scope of the protaginists powers.
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